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PLEXI-CLEAR ACRYLIC CLEANER
Plexi-Clear is an anti-static aircraft plexiglass cleaner, pro-
tectant, and polish. Plexi-Clear produces a microscopic, 
high luster, soil retarding and water repellent finish to all 
aircraft plexiglass and plastic and makes small scratches less 
visible,leaving a surface that is fresh, lustrous, and protected. 
Plexi-Clear dries perfectly with no smears, no scratches, no 
smudges, no oily, tacky or sticky residue.Plexi-Clear can be 
applied in seconds, in one easy step. Boeing and MIL spec 
Approved .....................................P/N 09-37960 .....$19.75 ea.

PLEXIGLASS CLEANERS & POLISHES
PLEXUS® AIRCRAFT PLASTIC 

CLEANER, PROTECTANT & POLISH
Plexus®™ was developed for use in aviation, specifically 
for cleaning and protecting aircraft windshields and painted 
surfaces. It’s quite simply the most effective product you 
can buy for cleaning, polishing and protecting all clear and 
colored plastics and painted surfaces. Plexus® is easier to 
use, and leaves a noticeably cleaner, more lustrous finish 
than conventional polishes. It protects by actually sealing the 
pores in plastic making it more resistant to debris, oil, bugs 
or scratches. Because it’s anti-static, it repels dust and lint. 
7 Oz. Can ....................................P/N 09-29715 ...........$19.95 
Case of 12 7 oz. Cans ................P/N 09-29715-1 ......$239.40
13 Oz. Can .................................P/N 09-29710 ...........$23.95
Case of 12 13 oz. Cans ..............P/N 09-29710-1 ......$287.40

NO FILM GLASS CLEANER
Excellent cleaning and polishing glass, mirrors, windshields 
and windows. This easy-to use, fast acting product uses 
a clinging foam to break up soils and hold them - even on 
vertical surfaces. There is no dripping, no running and no 
streaking. With an exclusive formulation using denatured 
alcohol and no ammonia, this product cleans thoroughly, 
dries quickly, requires no rinsing and leaves a pleasant, fresh 
aroma. Product is best on glass not plexiglass.
20 oz. aerosol .............................P/N 09-04696 .............$7.95

SPRAYWAY #848 PLASTIC CLEANER
Sprayway plastic cleaner contains no chemicals or abra-
sives that will cause damage to transparent surfaces. This 
formula is anti-static, anti-fog, fast-drying, non-streaking, and 
it reduces glare. It also repels finger smudges, dirt, and dust. 
Great for use on acrylics, plexiglass, lexan, glass, and poly-
carbonates. No. 848 meets the following military and com-
mercial specifications: • MIL P5425 • MIL P25690A • Douglas 
Aircraft CSD-1 • ANSI/ASTM F484-77 • Boeing Letter-Lexan 
9600. Product is free of ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFC’s) ........................................P/N 09-42060 .............$8.95

LP AERO’S ACRYLIC POLISH SEALANT
FOR AIRCRAFT WINDSHIELDS

A superior no-wax, non-yellowing formula containing poly-
ethylene polymers. This product not only gives a super slick 
surface to your windshield and windows, but can also be 
used on your entire aircraft, including all the painted gloss 
surfaces, aluminum & fiberglass. Ease of application and 
removal is unmatched.
Sold in 16 oz. bottles ..................P/N 09-42055 ...........$25.85

WINBRIGHT PLASTIC CLEANER
WinBRIGHT is safe to use on any polycarbonate, acrylic, or 
plexiglass window. Developed for aircraft transparencies, 
but perfect for any plastic surface: Aircraft, Motorcycle 
Windscreens, Boats, Aquariums, Convertible Windows, 
Instrument Panels, Bimini Tops, Safety Glasses, RVs, CDs  
This professional strength spray with Micro-Brighteners 
leaves surfaces sparkling clear and clean. Removes, dust, 
dirt, stains, smudges and finger prints. Optical clarity improves 
with extended use.  Clean surface with water first, then simply 
spray WinBRITE onto a dampened flannel cloth and polish into 
the surface of the window until polish disappears. Contains no 
wax, solvents or ammonia and leaves no residue or build-up. 
8oz. Spray ...................................P/N 09-02079 ...........$17.85

NOVUS PLASTIC POLISH 
#1 CLEANS & PROTECTS

Novus Plastic Polish #1 gently cleans all plastics without 
scratching and leaves a lustrous shine that resists fog-
ging, repels dust, and eliminates static. Leaves a shield 
that resists fingerprints and smudg ing, and is nontoxic 
and free of strong odors. Contains no abrasives or harsh 
chemicals.
8 oz.. .....................................P/N 09-38110 .............$6.85
64 oz. ....................................P/N 09-38115 ...........$18.50

NOVUS PLASTIC POLISH #2
RESTORES & REFINISHES

Novus Plastic Polish #2 removes fine scratches, hazi-
ness, and abrasions from most plastics. With repeated 
use, it will restore faded and discolored plastics. Con tains 
mild abrasives, but is non-toxic and has no strong odor. 
Creates a deep shine which resists scratching, marking, 
and aging.
8 oz.. .....................................P/N 09-38120 .............$9.99
64 oz.. ...................................P/N 09-38125 ...........$35.50

NOVUS PLASTIC POLISH #3
Novus No. 3 removes heavy scratches and abrasions 
from most acrylic surfaces. This is an aggressive polish 
and is not intended for use on coated plastics or poly car-
bon ates. Re quires both Novus No. 1 and No. 2 polishes 
for final finishing.
8 oz.. .....................................P/N 09-38130 ...........$10.50
64 oz .....................................P/N 09-02397 ...........$41.80

SCRATCH OFF WINDSHIELD REPAIR KIT

Developed by an A&P and manufactured since 1993, Scratch Off has 
become the leading Plexiglas and Lexan restoration system worldwide 
and is guaranteed, when used as directed, to permanently improve the 
clarity of aircraft windows and windshields. Scratch-Off is being used 
worldwide and highly recommended by airframers, aircraft window/wind-
shield manufactures and enthusiasts to restore optical clarity back to 
aircraft windshields and windows. The 8 panel instruction booklet walks 
you through a step by step process on how to determine where to start 
the process as all four steps are not always needed. 
Standard Kit .................................................P/N 09-42600 ...........$47.50
Deluxe Kit ....................................................P/N 09-00252 ...........$82.75

Please see our website for a complete list of all kit details.

FINISHING PAPERS SANDING BLOCKS

Grit Sheet
Size (in)

Part
No.

Price
Each Grit Block

Size (mm)
Part
No.

Price
Each

1000 5.5x9 09-23580 $0.95 1000 60x30x20 09-23640 $23.65

1200 5.5x9 09-23590 $1.10 1500 60x30x20 09-23650 $45.95

1500 5.5x9 09-23610 $0.95 2000 60x30x20 09-23660 $19.85

2000 5.5x9 09-23620 $1.10

UNIGRIT™ SANDING PROD UCTS
Unigrit™ Finishing Papers & Sanding Blocks use pre-
cise, uniform grit particles to eliminate deep sanding 
scratches and the need for com pounds. More eco-
nomical to use be cause they work faster, last longer 
and won’t load up as quickly as conventional sanding 
products.

POLISHES - WAXES - CLEANERS - HAND SANITIZERS
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